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MEMBERS' COMMENTS ON PREVIOUS ARTICLES  

PERFIN "W.DAY"   Bulletin 276 Page 22-24. 

A copy of this perfin is in Paul Redmond's material which HARRY 
SKINNER is putting through the auction. Watch for the lot coming  
up. The perfin is on QV 3d Jubilee C.D.S. pink ST.NICHOLAS IPSWICH 
date unreadable. The catalogue editor has now seen it and it will  
be illustrated in the New Illustrated Catalogue. 

*    *    *    * 

PERFIN "RNB/WB(WD)"  Bulletin 273 Pg.10; 276 Pg.8. 

STEPHEN STEERE says this is another Sloper die awaiting proof.  
The latest Sloper record book and the Red Account book show the  
identity changed from RADNORSHIRE & NORTH BRECONSHIRE 
WATER BOARD to the new die RNB/WD and the identity of WELSH 
NATIONAL WATER DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY, RADNORSHIRE & 
NORTH BRECONSHIRE WATER DIVISION, "ARDWYN", PARK 
TERRACE, LLANDRINDOD WELLS, RADS. 

ALASTAIR WALTER has the RNB/WD on a 4½p machin, dated 2-4-75. 
Alastair thinks this is earlier than the period of use of 6½p and  
8½p stamps previously recorded. It would appear that this RNB/WD  
is a deliberate modification of the earlier RNB/WB die. 

*    *    *    * 

PERFIN "ARMS TYPE" Des.0160.01 Bulletin 274/20; 275/6; 276/6 & 11. 

MORA WRIGHT, who was the first person to query this in Bulletin  
252 Pg.4, has written to agree with John Nelson's assumption of  
Identity - Francis Falkner. 

She has the full design in the shield (0160.01) used as a paid  
stamp and confirms the Christian name 'FRANCIS' but cannot make  
out the surname of the signature. She has this design on 1d lilac  
and QV Jubilee issues - all with Dublin postmarks; the large  
crossed flags (F's) (1405.01m) without shield on KE7 stamps, again  
with Dublin postmarks. 

She also has copies of the die "Des 3" in the Irish Catalogue (see  
Bulletin 275/7) on G.B. KGV McKennals, G.B.Overprints and also on  
the Irish 2d Map stamp.  These too have Dublin postmarks. 

*    *    *    * 




